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INTRODUCTION: The characterization of the full
spectrum of genetic variation is critical to un-
derstanding human health and disease. Recent
technological advances havemade it possible to
survey genetic variants on the level of fully
reconstructed haplotypes, leading to substan-
tially improved sensitivity in detecting and
characterizing large structural variants (SVs),
including complex classes.

RATIONALE: We focused on comprehensive ge-
netic variant discovery from a human diversity
panel representing 25 human populations.We

leveraged a recently developed computational
pipeline that combines long-read technology and
single-cell template strand sequencing (Strand-
seq) to generate fully phased diploid genome
assemblies without guidance of a reference ge-
nome or use of parent-child trio information.
Variant discovery from high-quality haplotype
assemblies increases sensitivity and yields var-
iants that are not only sequence resolved but
also embedded in their genomic context, sub-
stantially improving genotyping in short-read
sequenced cohorts and providing an assess-
ment of their potential functional relevance.

RESULTS: We generated fully phased genome
assemblies for 35 individuals (32 unrelated and
three children from parent-child trios). Genomes
are highly contiguous [average minimum contig
length needed to cover 50% of the genome:
26 million base pairs (Mbp)], accurate at the
base-pair level (quality value > 40), correctly
phased (average switch error rate 0.18%), and
nearly complete compared with GRCh38 (me-
dian aligned contig coverage >95%). From the
set of 64 unrelated haplotype assemblies, we
identified 15.8million single-nucleotide variants
(SNVs), 2.3 million insertions/deletions (indels;
1 to 49 bp in length), 107,590 SVs (≥50 bp),
316 inversions, and 9453 nonreference mobile
elements. The large fraction of African individ-
uals in our study (11 of 35) enhances the dis-
covery of previously unidentified variation
(approximately twofold increase in discovery
rate comparedwith non-Africans). Overall, ~42%
of SVs arepreviouslyunidentified comparedwith
recent long-read-based studies. Using orthogonal
technologies, we validated most events and dis-
covered ~35 structurally divergent regions per
human genome (>50 kbp) not yet fully resolved
with long-read genome assembly. We found that
homology-mediated mechanisms of SV forma-
tion are twice as common as expected from
previous reports that used short-read sequenc-
ing. We constructed a phylogeny of active L1
source elements and observed a correlation
between evolutionary age and features such
as the activity level, suggesting that younger
elements contribute disproportionately to disease-
causing variation. Transduction tracing allowed
the identificationof 54 active SVAretrotransposon
source elements, which mobilize nonrepetitive
sequences at their 5′ and 3′ ends. We genotyped
up to 50,340 SVs into Illumina short-read data
from the 1000 Genomes Project and identified
variants associated with changes in gene ex-
pression, such as a 1069-bp SV near the gene
LIPI, a locus that is associated with cardiac
failure.We further identified 117 loci that show
evidence for population stratification. These
are candidates for local adaptation, such as a
4.0-kbp deletion of regulatory DNA LCT (lac-
tase gene) among Europeans.

CONCLUSION: Fully reconstructed haplotype as-
semblies triple SV discovery when compared
with short-read data and improve genotyping,
leading to insights into SVmechanism of origin,
evolutionary history, and disease association.▪
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Discovery and analysis of global human genetic diversity. Starting from a global panel of human diversity
(top), we discovered structural variation from fully phased diploid genome assemblies (middle), resulting
in a comprehensive catalog of sequence- and context-resolved variants. This facilitates integrative analysis
and identification of new associations between variants and molecular phenotypes (bottom). SAS, South
Asian; AMR, Admixed American; AFR, African; EUR, European; EAS, East Asian; INV, inversion; INS, insertion;
DEL, deletion; MEI, mobile element insertion.
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Long-read and strand-specific sequencing technologies together facilitate the de novo assembly of
high-quality haplotype-resolved human genomes without parent-child trio data. We present 64 assembled
haplotypes from 32 diverse human genomes. These highly contiguous haplotype assemblies (average
minimum contig length needed to cover 50% of the genome: 26 million base pairs) integrate all forms
of genetic variation, even across complex loci. We identified 107,590 structural variants (SVs), of which
68% were not discovered with short-read sequencing, and 278 SV hotspots (spanning megabases of
gene-rich sequence). We characterized 130 of the most active mobile element source elements and
found that 63% of all SVs arise through homology-mediated mechanisms. This resource enables
reliable graph-based genotyping from short reads of up to 50,340 SVs, resulting in the identification
of 1526 expression quantitative trait loci as well as SV candidates for adaptive selection within the
human population.

A
dvances in long-read sequencing, coupled
with orthogonal genome-wide mapping
technologies, have made it possible to
fully resolve and assemble both haplo-
types of a humangenome (1–3). Although

such phased human genome assemblies gener-
ally improve variant discovery compared with
Illumina or “squashed” long-read genome as-
semblies (4), the largest gains in sensitivity

have been among structural variants (SVs)—
inversions, deletions, duplications, and inser-
tions of ≥50 base pairs (bp) in length. Typical
Illumina-based discovery approaches identify
only 5000 to 10,000 SVs (1, 5, 6), in contrast to
long-read genome analyses that now routinely
detect >20,000 SVs (1, 3, 4, 7). Among the
different classes of SVs, the greatest gains
in sensitivity have been noted specifically for

insertions for which >85% of the variation
has been reported as previously unidentified
(1). In addition, repeat-mediated alterations
within SV classes, such as variable number
of tandem repeats (VNTRs) and short tan-
dem repeats (STRs), have been challenging
to delineate from short-read sequencing tech-
nologies and are underrepresented in the
reference genome and often collapsed in un-
phased genome assemblies (8). The integration
of long-read sequencing with new technologies
such as single-cell template strand sequencing
(Strand-seq) has further catalyzed the unam-
biguous confirmation of both heterozygous-
and homozygous-inverted configurations in a
genome (1,9). Long-readphasedgenomeassem-
blies (1) also better resolve larger full-length
mobile element insertions (MEIs), providing
an opportunity to systematically investigate
their origins and distribution and the muta-
tional processes underlying their mobilization
within more complex regions of the genome,
including transductions (10, 11).
The Human Genome Structural Variation

Consortium (HGSVC) recently developed a
method for phased genome assembly that
combines long-read PacBio whole-genome
sequencing (WGS) and Strand-seq data to
produce fully phased diploid genome assem-
blies without dependency on parent-child trio
data (Fig. 1A) (3). These phased assemblies
enable a more complete sequence-resolved
representation of variation in human genomes.
Here, we present a resource that consists of

phased genome assemblies, corresponding to
70 haplotypes (64 unrelated and 6 children)
from a diverse panel of human genomes. We
focus specifically on the discovery of previously
unknown SVs through performing extensive
orthogonal validation by using supporting
technologies with the goal of comprehensive-
ly understanding SV complexity, including in
regions that cannot yet be resolved with long-
read sequencing (fig. S1). Further,we genotyped
these newly defined SVs using a pangenome
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graph framework (12–14) into a diversity panel
of human genomes now deeply sequenced
(>30-fold) with short-read data from the 1000
Genomes Project (1000GP) (15, 16). These find-
ings allowed us to establish their population
frequency, identify ancestral haplotypes, and
discover new associations with respect to gene
expression, splicing, and candidate disease loci.
The work provides fundamental new insights
into the structure, variation, and mutation of
the human genome, providing a framework
for more systematic analyses of thousands of
human genomes going forward.

Results
Sequencing and phased assembly of
human genomes

We initially selected 34 unrelated individual
genomes for de novo sequencing, with the goal
of at least one representative from each of the
26 1000GP populations, of which 30 samples
passed initial quality control (QC) (tables S1
and S2). We additionally sequenced three
previously studied child samples, completing
three parent-child trios, and we included for
analysis publicly available sequencing data for

two samples, NA12878 and HG002/NA24385,
that were generated as part of the Genome
in a Bottle effort (17). The complete set of
35 genomes includes 19 females and 16 males
of African (AFR; n = 11), Admixed American
(AMR; n = 5), East Asian (EAS; n = 7), Euro-
pean (EUR; n = 7), and South Asian (SAS;
n = 5) (table S1) descent. All genomes were
sequenced by using continuous long-read (CLR)
sequencing (n = 30) to an excess of 40-fold
coverage or high-fidelity (HiFi) sequencing
(n = 12) to an excess of 20-fold coverage (Fig.
1B and table S1) (18).
As a control for phasing and platform dif-

ferences, we sequenced nine overlapping sam-
ples with both CLR as well as HiFi sequence
data corresponding to the three parent-child
trios (tables S1 and S2) that had been studied
for SVs previously by HGSVC (1). For the pur-
pose of phasing, we generated corresponding
Strand-seq data (74 to 183 cells) (fig. S2) for
each of the samples. We used these data to
successfully produce 70 (64 unrelated) phased
and assembled human haplotypes [5.7 billion
to 6.1 billion base pairs (Gbp) in length for the
diploid sequence] (table S1) using a reference-

free assembly approach (Fig. 1A) (3), which
works in the absence of parent-child trio
information.
We found that the phased genomes are

accurate at the base-pair level [quality value
(QV) > 40] and highly contiguous [minimum
contig length needed to cover 50% of the ge-
nome (N50) > 25Mbp] (Fig. 1, C to E, and table
S1) with low switch error rates (median 0.12%,
table S3), providing a diversity panel of physi-
cally resolved and fully phased single-nucleotide
variant (SNV) and indel (insertion/deletion)
haplotypes flanking sequence-resolved SVs
(table S4). Using two different metrics from
variant calling and k-mer content methods,
respectively (Fig. 1E), we found that sequence
accuracy is higher for human genome assem-
blies generated with HiFi [median QV = 54
(homozygous variants)/43(k-mer)] (Fig. 1E)
when compared with CLR [median QV = 48
(homozygous variants)/39(k-mer)] (Fig. 1E)
sequencing. Considering only accessible re-
gions of the genome (18), the MAPQ60 contig
coverage of HiFi and CLR genomes are similar
(95.43 and 95.12%) (table S5). CLR assemblies,
however, are more contiguous (HiFi median
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Fig. 1. Trio-free phased diploid genome assembly using Strand-seq
(PGAS). (A) A schematic of the PGAS pipeline (3): (a) generation of a
non–haplotype-resolved (“squashed”) long-read assembly; (b) clustering of
assembled contigs into “chromosome” clusters based on Strand-seq Watson/
Crick signal; (c) calling of SNVs relative to the clustered squashed assembly;
(d) integrative phasing combines local (SNV) and global (Strand-seq) haplotype
information for chromosome-wide phasing; (e) tagging of input long reads by
haplotype; and (f) phased genome assembly based on haplotagged long reads
and subsequent variant calling (18). (B) Genomic coverage (y axis) as a function

of the long-read length (x axis). (C) Fraction of reads that can be assigned
(“haplotagged”) to either haplotype 1 (semitransparent) or haplotype 2 for HiFi
(hatched) and CLR (solid) datasets. (D) Contig-level N50 values for squashed
(x axis) and haploid assemblies (y axis) for CLR (black diamonds) and HiFi
(red circles) samples. (E) Haploid assembly QV estimates computed from
distinct and shared k-mers (x axis) based on homozygous Illumina variant calls
(y axis). Samples are colored according to the 1000GP population color scheme
(15), with the exception of the added Ashkenazim individual NA24385/HG002
(Coriell family ID 3140) (ASK; dark blue).
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contig N50 was 19.5 versus 28.6 Mbp for CLR;
P < 10–9, t test). Fifteen of our assembled haplo-
types exceed a contig N50 of 32 Mbp, all of
whichwere based onCLRsequencing forwhich
insert libraries are much larger and sequence
coverage is higher with half the number of
single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) cells (Fig. 1D,
fig. S3, and table S6).
Comparing Strand-seq phasing accuracy for

six samples for which parent-child trio data are
available (figs. S4 and S5 and table S3) (3), we
estimate that, on average, 99.86% of all 1-Mbp
segments are correctly phased from telomere
to telomere (average switch error rate of 0.18%
and Hamming distance of 0.21%) (table S3).
Predictably (3), remaining assembly gaps are
enriched (18) in regions of segmental duplica-
tions (SDs) and acrocentric and centromeric
regions of human chromosomes (figs. S6 and
S7 and table S7). As a final QC of assembly
quality, we analyzed Bionano Genomics opti-
cal mapping data for 32 genomes and found
a median concordance of >97% between the
optical map and the phased genome assem-
blies (figs. S8 and S9 and table S8).

Phased variant discovery

Unlike previous population surveys of struc-
tural variation (1, 4, 19–21), which mapped
reads or unphased contigs to the human refer-
ence genome, we developed the Phased Assem-
bly Variant (PAV) caller to discover genetic
variants on the basis of a direct comparison
between the two sequence-assembled hap-
lotypes and the human reference genome,
GRCh38 (18). In the end, each human genome
is rendered into two haplotype-resolved assem-
blies (each 2.9 Gbp) in which all variants are
physically linked (table S4).We classify variants
as SNVs, indels (1 to 49 bp), and SVs (≥50 bp),
which includes copy number variants (CNVs)
and balanced inversion polymorphisms. Af-
ter filtering (18), our nonredundant callset of
unrelated samples contains 107,590 insertion/
deletion SVs, 316 inversions, 2.3million indels,
and 15.8 million SNVs.
We observed a 2-bp periodicity for indels

(dinucleotide repeats) and modes at 300 bp
and 6 kbp for Alu and L1 MEIs, respectively
(Fig. 2A), with only a small fraction of inter-
secting functional elements (Fig. 2B) (22). PAV
readily flags all reference-based artefacts or
minor alleles by pinpointing regions where
the 64 phased human genomes consistently
differ from GRCh38 (1573 SVs, 18,630 indels,
and 91,537 SNVs, “shared variants”) (Fig. 2C)
(18). The greater haplotype diversity allows
us to reclassify 50% of previously annotated
shared SVs (4) as minor alleles and correct
the coding sequence annotation of five genes
with tandem repeats (RRBP1, ZNF676,MUC2,
and STOX1) or extreme GC content (SAMD1)
(table S9). We estimate a false discovery rate
(FDR) of 5 to 7% for SVs on the basis of sup-

port from sequence-read-based callers, as well
as an independent alignment method (18). A
comparison against SVs called from the bench-
mark Genome in a Bottle sample (HG002), in-
cluding orthogonal datasets, suggests an FDR
of ~4%, although this estimate is restricted to
a subset of the genome where events could be
more reliably called (18).
Similarly, we estimate a 6% FDR for indels

and 4% for SNVs on the basis of an assessment
of Mendelian transmission error from the HiFi
and CLR parent-child trios (table S10) (18). We
found that 42% of the SVs are previously un-
identified when compared with recent long-
read surveys of human genomes (fig. S10)
(1, 4, 19–21). The addition of African samples
more than doubles the rate of new variant
discovery when compared with non-Africans
for all classes of variation [2.21× SVs (809 versus
366), 3.70× indels (11,514 versus 3109), and 2.97×
SNVs (160,232 versus 54,006)] for the 64th
haplotype (Fig. 2C and table S11) (18). On aver-
age, we detected 24,653 SVs, 794,406 indels,
and 3,895,274 SNVs per diploid humangenome
(table S4).

SV discovery from short-read alignments

To enable comparison of the PAV calls with
genetic variants discovered withWGS, we per-
formed Illumina-based short-read sequencing
for 3202 samples from the 1000GP (34.5-fold
coverage) (18) and discovered SVs by using
three analytic pipelines: GATK-SV (5), SVTools
(6), and Absinthe. When focusing on the 31
unrelated samples with matching PacBio
long-read sequences and callsets included
in this study (NA24385, HG00514, HG00733,
and NA19240 excluded), we observed 9320
SVs per genome at 1.8% FDR by comparison
with 24,596 SVs per genome from long-read
assembly (Fig. 2D and fig. S11). On average,
77.4% of SVs detected with short-read pipe-
lines were concordant with long-read assem-
blies, but only 29.6% of long-read SVs were
observed in the short-read WGS callset (Fig.
2D). The greatest gains in sensitivity from
long-read assemblies were observed among
smaller SVs, where ~83.3% of events (<250
bp) were previously unidentified (Fig. 2E),
whereas the short-read SV pipelines displayed
greater sensitivity among large SVs > 5 kbp (Fig.
2E, figs. S11 and S12, and tables S12 and S13).

SV distribution and mechanisms

SVs are known to be clustered (4, 15), and we
identified 278 SV hotspots on the basis of our
PAV callset (Fig. 2F, fig. S13, and table S14) (18)
spanning ~279 Mbp of the genome (Fig. 2F,
inset).We found that 30.6% (32,222 of 105,327)
of SVs on autosomes and chromosome X map
within the last 5 Mbp of chromosome arms,
corresponding to an approximately fourfold
enrichment (P = 0.001, z score = 301.3, per-
mutation test), with few notable exceptions:

the long arm of the X chromosome and the
short arms of chromosomes 3 and 20 (Fig. 2F
and fig. S14A). Focusing on SVs >5Mbp from
chromosome ends (73,105), we identified 221
hotspots (fig. S14B). Of these, 49% (109 of 221)
have not been previously identified from short-
read analyses of the 1000GP data (23). These
interstitial hotspots are enriched 6.6-fold
(P = 0.001, z score = 26.6, permutation test)
for SDs that are consistent with homologous
recombination and frequently correspond
to gene-rich regions of exceptional diversity
among human populations. For example, we
identified three distinct hotspots mapping to
the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
region that distinguish seven selected struc-
tural haplotypes (Fig. 2G, fig. S15, and table
S15). Our analysis indicates that a majority
(98.85%) of this 4-Mbp region has been se-
quence resolved at the base-pair level [29 of
the assemblies are a single assembled contig,
and 18 have a single gap; 17 of 19 individual
human lymphocyte antigen (HLA) genes are
fully sequence resolved in all assemblies]
(tables S15 and S16).
A detailed analysis of the SVs with un-

ambiguous breakpoint locations provided an
opportunity to examine mechanisms of SV
formation. Excluding MEIs and SVs with am-
biguous breakpoints, we assessed 52,974 inser-
tions and30,467 deletions (table S17).We found
that 58% of insertions and 70% of deletions,
including SVs in VNTRs, are flanked by at least
50 bp of homologous sequence, suggesting
formation through homology-directed repair
(HDR) processes or nonallelic homologous
recombination (NAHR). Among those, 15%
of insertions and 25% of deletions showed
>200-bp flanking homology and are more
likely mediated by NAHR. VNTRs with short
repeat units (<50 bp) account for a smaller
number of events (1.6% insertions and 0.4%
deletions) and suggest replication slippage-
mediated expansion and contraction. Addition-
ally, 40% of insertions and 29% of deletions
show blunt-ended breakpoints or microhomol-
ogy (<50 bp flanking sequence identity), which
is consistent with nonhomologous end join-
ing, microhomology-mediated end joining,
or microhomology-mediated break-induced
replication (24). Homology-associated SVs are
twofold more frequent than expected from re-
ports that used short reads (25–27), and when
considering Illumina sequencing-based SV
calls from the same samples, only 2% of inser-
tions and 19% of deletions appear to be
NAHR-mediated SVs with ≥200-bp flanking
homology (P < 2.2 × 10–16; Fisher’s exact test)
(table S17).
SVs and their breakpoints are generallymore

depleted within protein-coding sequences and
other functional elements, with the exception
of specific gene families in which variability in
the length of amino acid sequences relates to
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the function of the molecule [lipoprotein (for
example, LPA), mucins (MUC1,MUC3A,MUC4,
MUC12,MUC20, andMUC21), zinc finger genes
(ZNF99, ZNF285, and ZNF280), among others]
(table S18). We identified 9.4% of all SV break-
points that intersect functional elements, such
as exons (n = 993), untranslated regions
(UTRs; n = 1097), promoters (n = 466), and

enhancer-like elements (n = 6796) (Fig. 2B
and table S19).
When we considered structural polymor-

phisms that arise from perfect triplet repeats,
expansions outnumbered contractions 3 to
1 (271 expansions, 88 contractions), which is
consistent with such regions being system-
atically underrepresented in the original ref-

erence (8, 28). Over the 64 haplotypes, there
are six such SVs per haplotype, and we iden-
tified a total of 106 nonredundant loci (tables
S20 and S21). Five of seven of the largest in-
sertions of uninterrupted CTG or CGG repeat
insertions mapping within exons correspond
to genes already associated with triplet repeat
instability diseases or fragile sites. For example,
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Fig. 2. Variant discovery and distribution. (A) Size distribution of indels
and SVs from 64 unrelated reference genomes shows a 2-bp periodicity for
indels, 300-bp peak for Alu insertions (second row), and 6-kbp peak for L1 MEIs.
(B) The number of SVs intersecting functional elements (x axis) compared
with randomly permuting SV locations (box plots). Gray bars indicate percent
depletion (right y axis scale). ELS, Enhancer-like signature; CTCF, CCCTC-binding
factor. (C) Cumulative number of distinct SVs when adding samples one by
one, from left to right. The rate of SV discovery slows with each new haplotype
(regression lines); however, the addition of haplotypes of African origin (dashed line)
increases SV yield. Colors indicate SVs shared among all haplotypes and not
present in GRCh38 (red), major allele variants (AF ≥ 50%, purple), polymorphisms
(≥2 haplotypes, blue), and singletons (teal). Asterisks indicate samples sequenced
by use of PacBio HiFi. (D) Overlap between SVs detected by PacBio long-read
assemblies and Illumina short-read alignments on 31 matched samples (NA24835,
HG00514, HG00733, and NA19240 excluded). Top bar shows overall SV sites

across 31 samples, and the bottom bar displays the average count of SVs per
sample, with green stripes representing concordant SV calls between technologies.
(E) Length distribution of SVs detected with PacBio long-read assemblies and
Illumina short-read alignments across all 31 matched samples. (F) Genome-wide
distribution of SV hotspots divided in three categories: last 5 Mbp of chromosomes
(yellow), overlapping (light blue), and previously unidentified (red) when
compared with short-read SV analysis of 1000GP (23). (Inset) The total sequence
length is represented by each hotspot category. (G) Heatmap of seven selected
SV haplotypes for 4-Mbp MHC region (chr6: 28,510,120 to 33,480,577; dashed
lines) comparing regions of high-SNV (red) and low-diversity (blue) regions
based on the number of alternate SNVs compared with the reference (GRCh38;
alignment bin size 10 kbp, step 1 kbp). Phased SV insertions (blue open
arrowheads) and deletions (red open arrowheads) are mapped above each
haplotype. The most diverse regions correspond to SV hotspots (red and
blue bars top row) and cluster with HLA genes (red bottom track).
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we identified a 21-copy CTG repeat expansion
in ATXN3 (Machado-Joseph disease), a 17-copy
gain of CAG inHTT (Huntington’s disease), a
21-copy gain of a CGG repeat in ZNF713 (Fragile
site 4A), and a 36-copy CGG gain in DIP2B
(Fragile site 12A) (18). The discovery of these
perfect repeat insertion alleles with respect
to the human reference provides an important
reference for future investigations of triplet
repeat instability.

MEIs

On the basis of the phased genome assem-
blies, we identified a collection (n = 9453) of
fully sequence-resolved nonreference MEIs—
including 7738 Alus, 1175 L1Hs, and 540 SVAs
(18)—and used sequence content of the ele-
ments and their flanking sequences to pro-
vide insight into their origin andmechanisms
of retrotransposition. Retroelement insertions
typically display the classic hallmarks of in-
tegration through target-site primed reverse
transcription. These include endonuclease

cleavage motifs at insertion breakpoints, poly-
adenylate tracts at their 3′ end, target site
duplications ranging from 3 to 52 bp (mode =
14 bp), in addition to frequent inversion and
truncation for L1 elements (fig. S16). Full-
length L1 (FL-L1) elements are an especially
relevant source of genetic variation because
they can mutagenize germline and somatic
cells and can lead to gene disruptions that
cause human disease (29, 30). Although a mi-
nority of nonreference L1s are full length (fig.
S16 and table S22), we found that 78% of FL-
L1s possess two intact open reading frames
(ORF1 and ORF2), encoding the proteins that
drive L1, Alu, SVA, and processed pseudogene
mobilization. Of these sequences, 23% show
evidence of activity because they are part of a
database of 198 FL-L1s that are active in vitro
(31, 32), in human populations (33), and in
cancers (34–36). Most active copies (72%; 142
of 198) are either in our callset or present in the
reference genome and are now fully sequence
resolved (table S23). Of the active FL-L1s, 19%

have at least one ORF disrupted, which in-
cludes a hot element at 9q32 that is reported
to be highly active in diverse tumors (34).
Using L1 Pan troglodytes as an outgroup,

we constructed a phylogeny of active human
L1s and estimated their age in million years
(Fig. 3A, fig. S17). As expected, copies of the
Ta-1 subfamily are the youngest [mean = 1.00;
95% confidence interval (CI): 0.88 to 1.13],
followed by Ta-0 (mean = 1.63; 95% CI: 1.49 to
1.77) and pre-Ta (mean = 2.15; 95% CI: 1.91 to
2.40) (fig. S18). The evolutionary age correlates
with L1 features such as subfamily, level of
activity, and allele frequency (Fig. 3B and fig.
S19)—with the youngest FL-L1s typically cor-
responding to highly polymorphic and active
Ta-1 sequences. Three out of the four youn-
gest active FL-L1s—namely 2q24.1, 6p24.1, and
6p22.1-2—are Ta-1 copies reported to be ex-
tremely active in cancer genomes (34). By con-
trast, 1p12 is a fixed Pre-Ta insertion that
despite integrating into the human genome
~1.8 million years ago remains both highly
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Fig. 3. MEIs. (A) Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree (85) for highly
active sequence-resolved FL-L1s annotated by subfamily designation,
presence or absence on the reference, ORF content, and hot activity profile
(bootstrap values ≥80% are shown) (34–36). Tree branch lengths are
scaled according to the average number of substitutions per base position.
Dashed lines map each L1 cytoband identifier to its corresponding branch on
the tree. Pan troglodytes (L1Pt) is included as an outgroup. Heatmaps
represent AF based on the assembly discovery set, activity estimates based
on in vitro assays (31, 32), and the number of transduction events detected
in human populations (33) or cancer studies (34–36). (B) Enrichment and
depletion in the number of FL-L1s belonging to the Ta-1 subfamily at age
quartiles (Q1 to Q4) compared with a random distribution. Same applies for

the other features, including the number of FL-L1s with low allele frequency
(MAF < 5%), with two intact ORFs, or with evidence of activity. (C) Size
distribution and number of 5′ and 3′ SVA-mediated transductions (td) based
on the analysis of flanking sequences. (D) (Top) Schematic and (bottom)
circos representation for serial SVA-mediated transduction events. Dashed
arrows indicate SVA transcription initiation and end. Transduced sequences
are shown as colored boxes, with their length proportional to transduction
size. (E) Distributions of VNTR length (x axis, the minimum; y axis, the
maximum) of reference and nonreference SVA elements. Reference SVAs
are shown as blue dots, and nonreference SVAs are shown as red dots.
The dot size represents the sample frequency of SVAs among discovery
samples in the HGSVC.
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active in the germline (33) and somatically
associated with tumors (34–36). This indicates
that a small set of pre-Ta representatives pos-
sibly remain very active in the human genome.
SVA source elements are able to produce 5′

and 3′ transductions through alternative tran-
scription start sites or bypassing of normal
polyadenylate [poly(A)] sites during retro-
transposition (10, 11). We detected 77 trans-
duced nonrepetitive DNA sequences at SVA
insertion ends (table S24). 5′ transductions
are more abundant (58%; 45 of 77) than 3′
transductions (Fig. 3C), as opposed to L1s,
which primarily mediate 3′ transduction
events (95%; 89 of 94). We used these dis-
tinct transduced sequences to trace the origin
of all 77 SVAs to 56 source SVA elements (fig.
S20 and table S25). A majority of source loci
(84%) belong to the youngest human-specific
SVA-E and SVA-F subfamilies (37), and only 11
source elements generate 38% of the offspring
insertions.
SVA transductions can occasionally shuffle

coding sequences, as illustrated by the mobi-
lization of a complete exon ofHGSNAT by an
intronic SVA in antisense orientation (fig. S21).
In addition, one SVA source element appears
to have caused three sequential mobilization
events, as indicated by nested transductions
flanked by poly(A) tails (Fig. 3D and fig. S22).
Last, SVA elements harbor CpG-rich VNTRs
in their interior regions that can expand and
contract; we found that nonreference SVAs
show significantly greater variability in VNTR
copy number as compared with those present
in the reference (P < 10–5, Student’s t test, two-
sided) (Fig. 3E).

Inversions

Copy number neutral inversions are among
the most difficult SVs to detect and validate
(1). We applied multiple approaches, integrat-
ing Strand-seq, Bionano optical mapping, and
PAV-based variant discovery to generate a com-
prehensive and orthogonally validated set of
inversions. PAV specifically increases inver-
sion detection sensitivity for smaller events
(fig. S23) by including a k-mer density assess-
ment to resolve inner and outer breakpoints
of flanking repeats, which does not rely on
alignment breaks to identify inversion sites
(18). PAV identifies an additional 43 inver-
sions, on average, increasing sensitivity more
than twofold compared with previous phased
assembly callsets (2). In total, we discovered
on average 117 inversions per sample (316 non-
redundant calls across samples) (fig. S23).
As expected, inversions flanked by SDs tend

to be larger than those in distinct regions of
the genome [Wilcoxon rank sum test (one-
sided, greater), P = 3.2 × 10−13] (fig. S24) (38).
We focused on one complex region that maps
to chromosome 16p12, where we observed
a large number of polymorphic inversions

flanked by SDs (fig. S25A) (9). The region
harbors 11 different inversions (Fig. 4A, red
and gray arrows), distinguishing 22 different
structural configurations that span a ~2.5-Mbp
gene-rich region of chromosome 16p (up to
13 protein-coding genes are flipped in orien-
tation depending on human haplotypes) (18).
These configurations are distributed among
human populations but do not correspond to
specific haplotypes (Fig. 4A). For example, an
analysis of the flanking sequence shows that
at least five of the inversions occur in multiple
haplotype backgrounds, which is indicative of
recurrent inversion toggling (38, 39) between
a direct and inverted state (fig. S26) (18). Al-
though Strand-seq data allow us to unam-
biguously identify the inversion status of the
distinct regions, most of the breakpoints
themselves are not yet fully sequence resolved
because of the presence of large repeats (Fig.
4A and fig. S25B) (3).

Complex structural variation

We investigated the remaining gaps in our
assemblies that map near or within centro-
meres, acrocentric regions, and SDs (figs. S6
and S7 and table S7). Because such repetitive
regions have long been known to be enriched
in complex variation (40) and refractory to
sequence assembly even with long-read data
(1), we reexamined the genome-wide optical
maps to assess additional regions of structural
variation. In 30 samples, we found that 72%
of the large insertions and deletions (≥5 kbp)
discovered with optical mapping are complete-
ly sequence resolved and concordant with the
assembly (table S26), but the remainder show
additional complexity. For example, our analy-
sis of the Puerto Rican phased genome assem-
bly (HG00733) originally identified a 75-kbp
deletionbetween the twohaplotypes at chromo-
some 1p13.3, but a comparison with Bionano
Genomics data shows a more complex pattern
than a single deletion event: An inversion of
75 kbp is found in the alternate allele flanked
by inverted SDs of 100 kbp involving NBPF
genes (Fig. 4B). Such discrepant regions appear
to cluster in the genome.
A comparison between the phased assem-

blies and Bionano Genomics optical maps
revealed 1175 nonredundant SV clusters not
detected in the phased assemblies and an ad-
ditional 482 SV clusters with support in a
different individual (table S27). Among the
1175 Bionano SV clusters not detected in the
PacBio phased assemblies, 71 overlapped un-
resolved sequence (“N” gaps), and 69.3% (765
of 1104) of the remaining SV clusters were
detected from the Illumina short-read align-
ment pipelines (table S28). We manually in-
spected the 339 Bionano SV clusters that could
not be detected in any of the short-read or
assembly-based analyses and found read-depth
evidence supporting 13.9% (47 of 339).

We estimate that there are still ~35 un-
resolved regions per phased assembly that
are >50 kbp in length where there are five or
more distinct SV haplotypes in the human
population. On chromosome 3q29, for exam-
ple (Fig. 4C), we identified 18 distinct struc-
tural haplotypes involving at least nine copy
number and inversion polymorphisms that
affect hundreds of kilobases of gene-rich se-
quence (minimum375kbp,maximum690kbp)
(Fig. 4C). This pattern of structural diversity
maps to the proximal breakpoint of the chro-
mosome3q29microdeletion andmicroduplica-
tion syndrome rearrangement (chr3: 195,999,954
to 197,617,802) that is associated with devel-
opmental delay and adult neuropsychiatric
disease (41).

Genotyping

We applied PanGenie (42), a method designed
to leverage a panel of assembly-based ref-
erence haplotypes threaded through a graph
representation of genetic variation that takes
advantage of the linkage disequilibrium in-
herent in the phased genomes. We initially
performed this genotyping step using a refer-
ence set of 15.5 million SNVs, 1.03 million
indels (1 to 49 bp), and 96,145 SVs (where
there was <20% allelic dropout) (fig. S1 and
table S29) and genotyped these variants into
the 1000GP WGS dataset (18), observing ex-
pected patterns of diversity (Fig. 5A and figs.
S27 and S28) (15).
As one measure of genotyping quality, we

compared the allele frequencies derived from
assembly-based PAV calls across the 64 refer-
ence haplotypes to short-read–based allele fre-
quencies obtained fromPanGenie for the 2504
unrelated individuals. From the raw output
of PanGenie, we observed an allele frequency
correlation (Pearson’s) of 0.98 for SNVs, 0.95
for indels, and 0.85 for SVs. To further improve
SV genotyping, we filtered the variants by as-
sessing (i) Mendelian consistency, (ii) the abil-
ity to detect thenonreference allele, (iii) genotype
qualities, and (iv) concordance to assembly-
based calls in a leave-out-one experiment (18).
Using these criteria, we defined a subset of
strict and lenient SVs for genotyping that con-
tains 24,107 SVs (25%) and 50,340 SVs (52%),
respectively, with excellent allele frequency
correlation of 0.99 (strict) (Fig. 5B) and 0.95
(lenient) (fig. S29). Performance metrics
for deletions and insertions are compara-
ble [strict set: SV deletions, correlation co-
efficient (r) = 0.98; SV insertions, r = 0.99]
(Fig. 5B), highlighting the value of sequence-
resolved insertion alleles being part of our
reference panel, as well as the algorithm’s
ability to leverage it (fig. S30). Beyond SVs,
12,283,650 SNVs (79%) and 705,893 indels
(68%)met strict filter criteria (given this larger
fraction, we did not define a lenient set for
these variant classes).
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Added value from graph-based genotyping into
short-read WGS data
To determine the value added from PanGenie
genotyping, we next focused on an integrated
comparison of long-read SV discovery (PAV),
state-of-the-art short-read SV discovery, and

the set of genotypable SVs by PanGenie. Con-
sistent with our previous analyses (43), we
observed that most SVs specific to long-read
discovery localized to highly repetitive se-
quences, which collectively harbored 95.8%
of long-read–specific deletions and 85.7% of

long-read–specific insertions (table S30). We
also discovered variation that was detected
(although not sequence resolved) and geno-
typed only bymeans of sequencing read-depth
from short reads. On average, there were
167 large CNVs (>5 kbp) per sample, 88.2%
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Fig. 4. Complex patterns of structural
variation. (A) An inversion hotspot mapping to
a 2.5-Mbp gene-rich region of chromosome
16p12 (highlighted portion of ideogram).
Haplotype structure of inversions (red arrows)
are compared with the GRCh38 reference
orientation (black lines) as well as additional
inversions (gray), which could not be haplotype
integrated because of uninformative markers.
(Right) A barplot enumerates the frequency of
each distinct inversion configuration (n = 22)
by superpopulation for the 64 phased
genomes. (Bottom) Distribution of SDs
(orange), assembly gaps (gray), and genes
(black) in a given region. (B) A partially
resolved complex SV locus (HG00733 at
chr1: 108,216,144 to 108,516,144). Optical maps
generated through DLE1 digestion predict a
deletion (red bar; Bionano H1) and an inversion
(blue bar; Bionano H2) when compared with
GRCh38 (green bar). Haplotype structures
are strongly supported by extracted single
molecules (beige) and raw images (green
dots). Phased assembly correctly resolves the
hap1 deletion (purple top), and Strand-seq
detects the inversion (blue) but misses the
flanking SD, which is a gap in the H2 assembly
(gap). (C) Haplotype structural complexity
at chromosome 3q29. Optical mapping of a
410-kbp gene-rich region (chr3: 195,607,154 to
196,027,006) predicts 18 distinct structural
haplotypes (H1 to H8) that vary in abundance
(n = 1 to 12) and differ by at least nine
copy number SDs and associated inversion
polymorphisms (colored arrows). This hotspot
leads to changes in gene copy and order
(GENCODE v34, top): 26 haplotypes are fully
resolved by phased assembly (21 CLR, 5 HiFi),
and the median MAP60 contig coverage of
the region is 96.1%.
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of which were not captured by long-read as-
semblies (Fig. 5C and figs. S11 and S31). A
large fraction of these calls maps to large
repetitive regions such as segmental duplica-
tions that are not fully sequence resolved. We
found that 42.5% (strict) and 59.9% (lenient)
of PanGenie-genotypable SVs are absent from
the short-read callset. We examined the dis-
tribution of common long-read SVs genotyped
at >5% allele frequency (AF) across all the
3202 Illumina genomes against the short-read
SVs from large population studies, including
the Centers for Common Disease Genomics
(CCDG) (6) andGenomeAggregationDatabase
(gnomAD) (Fig. 5D and fig. S12) (5). The ability
to genotype variation typically not detected in
Illumina callsets is reflected in increased num-
bers of common SVs (AF > 5%)—particularly
deletions below 250 bp and insertions under

1 kbp—genotyped by PanGenie but not seen in
CCDG and gnomAD-SV, while also emphasiz-
ing the overall value of large-scale short-read
datasets to capture rare variation and large
CNVs in the population (fig. S31).

QTL analyses

We applied PanGenie genotypes (strict set) to
systematically discover quantitative trait loci
(QTL) associated with structural variation. First,
we performed deep RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq)
(>200million fragments) of the corresponding
34 lymphoblastoid cell lines and integrated
these data with 397 transcriptomes of 1000GP
samples fromGEUVADIS (44). We pursued cis
expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) and
cis splicing quantitative trait loci (sQTL) map-
ping across themerged set of 427 donors, using
a window of 1 Mbp centered around the gene

or splice cluster, respectively, and tested all var-
iants with a minor allele frequency (MAF) of
≥1% and at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE)
(exact test P ≥ 0.0001). We considered 23,953
expressed genes (15,504 of which were protein-
coding) and 36,100 splicing clusters (linked to
11,278 genes).
Using this design, we identified 58,152 indel-

eQTLs (linked to 6748 distinct genes) and 2109
SV-eQTLs (linked to 1526 distinct genes) (table
S31) at an FDR of 5%. The set includes 819 lead
indel-eQTLs and 38 lead SV-eQTLs at distinct
genes, respectively (table S31). In the sQTL
analysis, we identified 3382 SV-sQTLs (FDR
5%, linked to 758 distinct genes) (table S32),
of which 65 SV-sQTLs at distinct genes were
the lead association at the locus (18). In line
with prior studies (23, 45), the lead variants
are enriched for SVs [Fisher’s exact eQTL
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Fig. 5. SV genotyping and eQTL analysis. (A) Distribution of heterozygous
SV counts per diploid genome broken down by population, based on PanGenie
genotypes passing strict filters. (B) Concordance of AF estimates from the
assembly-based PAV discovery callset and AF estimates from genotyping
unrelated Illumina genomes (n = 2504) with PanGenie (strict genotype set of
24,107 SVs). Marginal histograms are in linear scale. (C) Count of short-
and long-read SVs across variant class, size distribution, and genomic
sequence localization. Blue bars indicate the proportion of SVs genotyped by
PanGenie with AF > 0, and green stripes indicate concordant SVs between
technologies. SD, segmental duplications; SR, simple repeats; RM, repeat
masked (not SD or SR); US, unique sequence. (D) Length distribution
of common SVs sites (AF > 5%) represented in assembly-based callset,
including variants genotyped by using PanGenie and all common variants

from population-scale studies from the Genome Aggregation Database
(gnomAD-SV) and CCDG (insertions from CCDG omitted because of lack of
data). Length distributions for all variants (not restricted to common) are
provided in fig. S23. (E to G) Examples of lead SV-eQTLs (large symbols) in
context of their respective genes, overlapping regulatory annotation, and
other variants (small symbols). (E) An 89-bp insertion (chr10-133415975-INS-
89) is linked to decreased expression of MTGI [q = 4.10 × 10–11, Beta =
–0.55 (-0.51 to –0.59)]. (F) A 186-bp insertion (chr5-50299995-INS-186),
overlapping an ENCODE enhancer mark (orange), is the lead variant
associated with decreased expression of EMB [q = 2.92 × 10–6, Beta =
–0.44 (–0.39 to –0.49)]. (G) A 1069-bp deletion (chr21-14088468-DEL-1069)
downstream of LIPI is linked to increased expression of LIPI [q = 0.0022,
Beta = 0.44 (0.38 to 0.50)].
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P = 1.0 × 10–6, odds ratio (OR) = 1.2; sQTL
P = 1.6 × 10–4, OR = 1.2] as well as smaller
indels (Fisher’s exact eQTL: P = 8.8 × 10–113,
OR = 1.2; sQTL: P = 3.5 × 10–72, OR = 1.2),
whereas they are depleted for SNVs (Fisher’s
exact eQTL P = 1.8 × 10–118, OR = 0.84; sQTL:
P = 1.2 × 10–75, OR = 0.84). Among SVs, de-
letions show the greatest effect when com-
pared with insertion events (table S33) (18).
We overlapped lead SV-eQTLs with our

Illumina-based discovery callset (18) and a
recent large-scale SV study of 17,795 genomes
(6) and found that 42% (16 out of 38 SVs) of
the lead eQTL associations reported here are
previously unidentified. Of these previously
inaccessible SVs, 12 (75%) correspond to in-
sertions (two Alu MEIs, three tandem dupli-
cations, and seven repeat expansions)—SV
classes that are typically underascertained in
short-read datasets (1). For example, one of
our top previously unidentified lead SVs is an
89-bp VNTR insertion in the terminal intron
of the mitochondrial ribosome-associated gua-
nosine triphosphatase 1 gene (MTG1) (Fig. 5E)
and is seen in conjunction with decreased
expression. Similarly, we identified a 186-bp
insertion in an ENCODE enhancer for B cell
lymphomas, which is associatedwith reduced
expression of the immunoglobulin superfamily
gene embigin (EMB) (Fig. 5F). By contrast, we
sequence-resolved a 1069-bp deletion located
in an SD region downstream of the Lipase I
gene (LIPI) (Fig. 5G) and found that it is as-
sociated with increased gene expression of
LIPI. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms at
this locus have been linked to heart rate in
patients with heart failure with reduced ejec-
tion fraction in a previous genome-wide asso-
ciation study (GWAS) [P = 9.0 × 10–6, reported
in (46)].

Ancestry and population genetic analyses

The availability of haplotype-phased assemblies
provides an opportunity to explore the ancestry
and population genetic properties of the ge-
nomes and SVs at multiple levels. We applied
amachine-learningmethod (47) and developed
a hidden Markov model to identify ancestry-
informative SNVs and to assign ancestral seg-
ments per block on the basis of population
genetic data from the Simons Genome Diver-
sity Project (SGDP) (18, 48). The two methods,
as well as the different sequencing platforms,
produce highly concordant results (>90%) (fig.
S32). At the family level, we can accurately
assign paternal and maternal haplotypes and
distinguish recombination crossover events
in the child compared with parental haplo-
types (Fig. 6A).
At the population level, on average 87.2% of

the assembled sequence can be assigned an-
cestry. 1000GP samples that originate from
the African continent show the largest tracts
of uniform ancestry (mean length = 23.6 cM)

(Fig. 6B and fig. S33), in contrast toNorth and
South American populations (mean length =
2.65 cM) (Fig. 6B and fig. S33) and South
Asians (mean length=4.38 cM) (Fig. 6B), which
is consistent with recent and more ancient ad-
mixture. For example, the African American,
African Caribbean, and Admixed American
1000GP samples show the greatest diversity
of ancestral segments (Fig. 6B and figs. S33 and
S34), most likely as a result of the transatlantic
slave trade and colonial-era migration (49).
Focusing on our more comprehensive geno-

typing of SVs into WGS data, we searched for
population-stratified variants because these
are potential candidates for local adaptation
(50, 51) that could not have been characterized
in the original study of 1000GP populations
(15). Using Fst as a metric, we found that the
number of such population-stratified variants
varies widely among different groups likely as
a consequence of ancestral diversity (Africans),
population bottlenecks (East Asians), and ad-
mixture (South Asians) (Fig. 6C). Restricting
our analysis to SVs located within 5 kbp of
genes and applying population branch statis-
tics (PBS) (51), we identified 117 stratified SVs
(PBS >3 standard deviations) (tables S34 and
S35) and further characterize these by the
number of base pairs deleted or inserted per
locus (Fig. 6D). The greatest outlier is a 4.0-kbp
insertion within the first intron of LCT (lactase
gene) originally reported on the basis of fosmid
sequencing from European samples (52). We
determined that the corresponding insertion
is ancestral (the human reference genome
carries the derived deleted allele), the insert-
ion harbors 11 predicted transcription factor
binding sites, and the deletion likely occurred
as a result of an Alu-mediated NAHR event
~520,000 years ago (fig. S35).
LCT variation is one of themost well-known

genes under adaptive evolution among Euro-
peans. The reported causal, derived allele of
lactase persistence in Europeans (–13910*T;
rs4988235) is in complete linkage disequilibrium
(LD) [(D′) = 1] with the reference allele of this
SV, and it will be interesting to determine the
functional roles of these twomutations in lactase
persistence (53). In other cases, the population-
stratified variants are nested among known
regulatory elements or intersect them directly,
such as a 76-bp tandem repeat expansion in a
PLEC intron, a cytoskeleton component, that is
seen only in Africans (AF = 0.82) and Admixed
Americans (AF = 0.06). Similarly, we identified
a 2.8-kbp insertion mapping near potential
repressor-binding sites in a CLEC16A intron, a
gene that is associated with type 1 diabetes
when disrupted (54). This variant shows a high
frequency in American populations (AF =
0.28), with the highest PBS signal among
Peruvians (AF = 0.39), but is rarely observed
in other populations (AF ≤ 0.04). Further
studies are needed to confirm functional

effect; however, type 1 diabetes in Peruvians
is among the highest in the world (55).

Discussion

We have generated a diversity panel of phased
long-read human genome assemblies that has
substantially improved SV discovery and will
serve as the basis to construct new population-
specific references. Previous large-scale efforts
have largely been inferential and biased when
it comes to the detection of SVs. We developed
a method to discover all forms of genetic var-
iation (PAV) directly through the comparison
of assembled human genomes. By contrast, SV
discovery from the 1000GP was indirect and
limited given the frequent proximity of SVs to
repeat sequences inaccessible to short reads
(15, 23). The 1000GP, for example, reported
69,000 SVs on the basis of the analysis of 2504
short-read sequenced genomes. By contrast,
our analysis of 32 genomes (64 unrelated
haplotypes) recovers 107,136 SVs, more than
tripling the rate of discovery when compared
with that of short-read Illumina SV analyses
on the same samples (Fig. 2D). Recent large-
scale short-read sequencing studies (5, 6),
interrogating tens of thousands of samples,
show even lower SV sensitivity, reporting 5000
to 10,000 SVs per sample, when comparedwith
our phased-assembly approach, which identi-
fies 23,000 to 28,000 SVs per sample. This lack
of sensitivity for SV discovery from short reads
also affects common variation (AF > 5%), and
we increased the amount of common SVs by
2.6-fold. The predominant source of this increase
in sensitivity was among small SVs (<250 bp)
localized to SDs and simple repeat sequences,
where we observed a dramatic 8.4-fold increase
in variant discovery (12,109 SVs per genome from
long-read assembly, 1444 per genome from
Illumina short-read alignment) (Fig. 5C). All
discoveredgenetic variation is physically phased,
and therefore SVs are fully integrated with their
flanking SNVs.
Compared with previous reports based on

short-read sequencing (25–27), a surprising find-
ing has been the larger fraction of SVs (63%)
now assigned to homology-based (>50 bp) mu-
tationmechanisms, includingHDR,NAHR, and
VNTR. Breakpoint characterization with short-
readdata apparently biased early reports toward
specific regions, concluding that <30% of SVs
were driven by homology-based mutational
mechanisms (25–27). Because a majority of
unresolved structural variation still maps to
large repeats, including centromeres and SDs
subject to NAHR, we conclude that homology-
based mutational mechanisms will contribute
even further and are, therefore, the most pre-
dominant mode shaping the SV germline mu-
tational landscape. Notwithstanding, access
to fully assembled retrotransposons and their
flanking sequence provides the largest collec-
tion of annotated source elements for both L1
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and SVAmobile elements. We found that 14%
of SVA insertions are associated with trans-
ductions comparedwith 8% of L1s—a difference
driven in part by the proclivity of SVAs to
transduce sequences at their 5′ and 3′ ends. We
found a surprisingly large number of L1 source
elements (19%) with defective ORFs, suggesting
either transcomplementation (56) or polymor-
phisms leading to the recent demise of these
active source elements. Some of the youngest L1
copies (such as 6p22.1-1 and 2q24.1) have been
reported to be rare polymorphisms able to
mediatemassive bursts of somatic retrotrans-
position in cancer genomes (57). This suggests
that recently acquired hot L1s, which have not
yet reached an equilibrium with our species,
contribute disproportionately to disease-causing
variation (58).
Genome-wide QTL scans can bridge the gap

betweenmolecular and clinical phenotypes and

serve as a proxy for functional effects mediated
by genetic variant classes (23, 44, 59). Taking
advantage of the fully phased sequence-resolved
genetic variation, we demonstrated this by ap-
plying PanGenie, a new pangenome-based
genotyping method, to 3202 1000GP genomes,
resulting in reliable genotype calls for 705,893
indels and up to 50,340 SVs (lenient genotype
set). Of these, 59.9% are presently missed in
multialgorithm short-read discovery callsets,
and the majority (68.2%) of these previously
unidentified SVs are insertions. Our work thus
provides a framework for the discovery of
eQTLs and disease-associated variants, with
the potential to discriminate among SNVs,
indels, and SVs as the most likely causal var-
iants (lead variants) associated with human
genetic traits. That 31.9% of SV-eQTLs and
48% of lead SV-eQTLs are rendered accessible
to short reads only through the availability of

our panel of haplotype-resolved assemblies
testifies to the importance of this resource for
future GWASs. Once again, among the lead
SV-eQTLs, 75% are insertions, although there
are also promising deletion eQTLs. For exam-
ple, we identified a 1069-bp deletion eQTL near
LIPI, a GWAS disease locus for cardiac failure
(46). Summary-data–based Mendelian ran-
domization analysis (SMR) (60) suggests that
this SV-eQTL of LIPI may be driving this as-
sociation (SMR adjusted P = 5.6 × 10–4).
Haplotype-resolved SVs with accurate geno-

types will also facilitate evolutionary and pop-
ulation genetic studies of SVs, including
estimations of the rates of recurrent mutation,
population stratification, and selective sweeps.
As part of this analysis, we identified 117 loci
associated with genes where allele frequencies
differ radically between populations and are can-
didates for local adaptation (50, 51). Ancestral
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Fst variants (light color). The number of stratified SVs differs by orders of
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genes identify SV candidates for selection and disease. A high PBS statistic
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reconstructions of haplotype-resolved SVs can
be further extended to identify introgressed
SVs from Neanderthals and Denisovans (61).
Although archaic SNV haplotypes have been
identified in modern-day humans, little is
known regarding SV content given the de-
graded nature of ancient DNA. Combined with
coalescent estimates of evolutionary age, it
should now be possible to systematically iden-
tify associated introgressed SVs and assess
them for signatures of adaptive evolution, as
was recently demonstrated (62). Even though
we estimate that 96% of SVs with an allele
frequency above 2% have been theoretically
discovered (63), a greater diversity of human
genomes are required to adequately account
for population differences, effects of selection,
as well as archaic introgression. Our findings
clearly indicate that genomesofAfricanancestry
represent the deepest reservoir of untapped
structural variation. Ongoing efforts over the
next few years from the HGSVC, All of Us, and
the Human Pangenome Reference Consortium
(HPRC; https://humanpangenome.org) explor-
ing the normal pattern of structural variation by
using long-read sequences will be critical to
better understand human genetic variation.
Currently, our understanding of the full spec-

trum of structural variation is not yet complete,
despite the advances presented here. There are
two important limitations. First, comparison
with optical mapping data identifies hundreds
of gene-rich regions near and within SDs har-
boringmore complex forms of SVs that are still
not fully resolved with long-read assembly. The
remaining gaps in human genomes cluster,
and a subset represents complex SVdifferences
among human haplotypes. Second, only ~50%
of our long-read discovery set of SVs can at
present be reliably genotyped in short-read data
by using PanGenie. Expanding the number of
assembly-based haplotypes available as a pan-
genomic reference will likely mitigate this, but
multiallelic VNTRs and STRs as well as SVs
embedded in larger repeats such as SDs and
centromeres are particularly problematic, and
newmethods are needed to characterize these.
Recent advances coupling both HiFi and ultra-
long-readOxfordNanopore data show promise
in resolving the sequence of these more com-
plex regions fromboth haploid (64) and diploid
human genome assemblies (65). Once a larger
number of such complex regions are haplo-
type resolved across diversity panels of human
genomes—and algorithms continue to evolve
to exploit this information—we expect larger
portions (fig. S36) of the human genome to
become amenable to genotyping and associa-
tion with human traits.

Methods summary

Libraries were prepared from high-molecular-
weight DNA from lymphoblast lines (Coriell
Institute). Long-read CLR and HiFi sequenc-

ing data (25 to 50×) were generated on the
Sequel II platform (Pacific Biosciences) using
15-hour (CLR) or 30-hour (HiFi) movie times.
Strand-seq data were produced from the same
samples and used to identify and phase hetero-
zygous SNVs [LongShot (66) and DeepVariant
(67)] from the squashed genome assemblies
[Peregrine (68) or Flye (69)]. StrandphaseR (70),
SaaRclust (71), and WhatsHap (72, 73) parti-
tioned long reads into haplotypes to generate
phased genome assemblies (3). MAPQ60
phased assembly contig coverage is estimated
for autosomes (chromosomes 1 to 22) and the
X chromosome to balance male and female
comparisons, excluding regions of heterochro-
matin (Giemsa pos./var. staining) and un-
resolved reference sequence (N-gaps). We
generated optical maps for 30 of the 32 sam-
ples on the basis of DLE1 digestion (Bionano
Genomics).
PAV was used to characterize SNVs, indels,

and SVs compared with the human reference
GRCh38. Inversions were detected by using
Strand-seq (1, 9, 38), optical mapping data
(Bionano Solve v3.5), and PAV, which detects
inversion signatures by using a k-mer density
approach to identify inner and outer break-
points of flanking repeats without relying on
alignment truncation. The diploid callset is
created by merging two independent hap-
loid callsets. We removed variants in collap-
ses using Segmental Duplication Assembler
(SDA) (74) andmisaligned contig clusters then
merged variants from all samples to create a
nonredundant callset that was subsequently
filtered by additional support (18). SVs required
support from at least one of seven other
sources, including read-based callers (MELT,
PBSV, and PALMER) (33, 75), optical mapping
data, breakpoint k-mer analysis, and PAV re-
plication with LRA (76). Indels required sup-
port from at least two of four sources, and
SNVs required support from at least two of
five sources. MEIs were primarily discovered
by using PAV, which were then annotated by
using MEIGA-PAV. In addition, Illumina and
PacBio alignments were processed by using
MELT and PALMER, respectively, in order to
increase sensitivity for MEI discovery. Last,
MEI calls across different platforms were
merged into an integrated callset.
We estimated functional element depletion

for SVs by simulation permuting SVs within
their 1-Mbp bin 100,000 times and recording
functional element hits for insertions and
deletions for each functional category (CDS,
5′UTR, 3′UTR, promoter, proximal enhancer,
distal enhancer, CTCF, and intron). SV hotspots
were defined by searching for regions of in-
creased SV density by using kernel density
estimation implemented with the “hotspotter”
function from the primatR package (38, 77).
Illumina WGS short reads (250-bp paired end)
were generated (34.5-fold) (18) from 1000GP

samples (2504 unrelated individuals and addi-
tional samples from children to form 602
trios). SVs were called from an ensemble of
three methods—GATK-SV (5), SVTools (6),
and Absinthe—and detailed comparisons
between long- and short-read data were per-
formed for the 31 matched samples (18).
Wegenotypedall 3202genomesusingPanGenie

(42), which determines k-mer abundances from
an input set of unaligned short reads and infers
the genotypes of this short-read sample at
all loci represented in the reference set. The
method exploits both the linkage disequilibrium
structure inherent to the reference haplotypes
and the sequence resolution that they provide
and, hence, makes full use of the haplotype
resource provided. RNA-seq data QC was con-
ducted with Trim Galore! (78) and mapped to
the reference genome by using STAR (79),
followed by gene-level quantification by using
FeatureCounts (80) and quantification of splice
events by using leafCutter (81). We mapped the
effect of genetic variation on both expression
levels and splicing ratios using a QTL mapping
pipeline based on a linear mixed model im-
plemented in LIMIX (82–84). We combined our
QTL statistics with published GWAS results to
assess the link among genetic variation, GWAS
traits, and either gene expression or splicing
ratios using SMR (60). To identify population-
stratified SVs in the 26 populations, we com-
puted the fixation index (FST)–based PBS (18).
For each focal population, we constructed pop-
ulation triplets by choosing sister- and out-
groups inside and outside the continent where
the focal population resides, respectively. For
each focal population, we selected the maxi-
mum PBS per gene for all possible PBS triplets
and selected the subset that are at least three
standard deviations (Z transformation) beyond
the PBS mean as potential targets of selection.
Detailed descriptions ofmaterials andmethods
are available in the supplementary materials (18).
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and generates reference genomes that better represent the diversity of our species.
genome-wide association study hits. This information provides insights into patterns of normal human genetic variation
quantitative trait loci affected by these SVs and determined how they may affect gene expression and potentially explain 
number of confirmed SVs and to describe the patterns of variation across populations. From this dataset, they identified
populations and developed new methods for variant discovery. This approach allowed the authors to increase the 

 used long-read structural variation calling across 64 human genomes representing diverseet al.populations. Ebert 
variants (SVs) using these data. These genomes thus lack comprehensive comparisons among individuals and 

Many human genomes have been reported using short-read technology, but it is difficult to resolve structural
Resolving genomic structural variation
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